Recently K. Mahler [1] introduced a set of <f>{2n) matrices of n rows and columns which form under multiplication the abelian group of the residue classes prime to 2n modulo In. These remarkable matrices whose elements 0, 1 and -1, have latent roots and determinants which can be given explicitly. Thus we have new examples of matrices with given elements whose powers, roots, inverses and determinants can be written down precisely. Such matrices are often useful in testing the efficacy of methods for finding these functions for a general matrix.
Recently K. Mahler [1] introduced a set of <f>{2n) matrices of n rows and columns which form under multiplication the abelian group of the residue classes prime to 2n modulo In. These remarkable matrices whose elements 0, 1 and -1, have latent roots and determinants which can be given explicitly. Thus we have new examples of matrices with given elements whose powers, roots, inverses and determinants can be written down precisely. Such matrices are often useful in testing the efficacy of methods for finding these functions for a general matrix.
The case of n odd turns out to be rather more interesting and straightforward than the even case. Although the methods used are applicable to both cases, we treat here only the odd ordered matrices. The reader will have no difficulty in modifying the argument to deal with the case of n even.
Let n be an odd integer > 1 and let m be one of the <f>(n) odd integers relatively prime to n such that (1) -n < m < n.
Let [a;] and {a;} denote respectively the greatest integer ^ x and the fractional part of x, so that a; = [a;] + {a;}. We denote by A (m, n) the matrix whose general element is given, when m > 0, by (-i) For m < 0 we define a iS {m, n) by
Thus the matrix A (~m, n) is the result of reversing the order of the rows (or columns) of A{m,n). Thus, by way of example Both matrices have roots 1, -1, i, -i with 1 a double root. In general, for m > 0, the first column of A (m, n) consists of m ones followed by n -m zeros. Each of the other columns is obtained from its predecessor by lowering the elements m rows. When an element would be placed below the bottom of the matrix, it is made to reappear cyclically at the top with its sign changed. For m < 0 the first column consists of n + m zeros followed by \m\ ones and the elements of the succeeding columns are lifted instead of lowered. In particular A (1, n) is the unit matrix / , while A(-l,n) has its ones on the sinister diagonal.
If k is any number prime to n there is exactly one odd representative m,
For uniformity we define A(k, n) to be A(m, n). With this understanding, Mahler's result may be stated
For example the matrices ^4(3,5) and A{-3, 5) are mutually inverse since 3(-3) ss 1 (mod 5).
The following numerical functions will be used in what follows. Mahler's matrices 387
We now prove
T H E O R E M 3 . The trace of A(m,n) is A (I).

P R O O F . F o r b r e v i t y we write A for A (I). Suppose first t h a t m > 0.
Let m -1 = As, n = At.
Hence the trace T of A{m,n) is
Now since m and n are both odd, 2 is odd and s is even and prime to 2. Hence
Furthermore t{is/t} is a periodic function of i of period 2 which, because s and 2 are relatively prime, ranges over the numbers r = 0(1)2 -1 without repetitions or omissions for i = 1(1)2. Hence we can write
We consider now the case m < 0. Setting
in (3) and (2) we find
This last function is periodic in i of period 2 and so
It remains to show that the sum 5 = 1 . Actually the conditions under the summation operator does not permit i to become 2, for if i = t n{{iAs -1) «} = n-1 2; \m\ + 1 = As.
But if / = 1(1)2 -1 the numbers u ( such that is ~ u t (mod 2) (0 < », < 2) range over the same set in some order. Now
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.
By Theorem 1 the roots A (m, n) are among the primitive rf-th roots of unity where d ranges over the divisors of e. Hence we can write the characteristic polynomial of A (m, n) as a product or irreducible polynomials as follows: 
PROOF. Let d be a fixed divisor of e. Consider the trace T a of the matrix
Theorem 3 with m d replacing m, tells us that
On the other hand, T a is simply the sum of the ^-th powers of all the roots of A (m, n). That is, Hence Theorem 4 is proved.
We proceed now to solve the system (6) for the unknown values M{d). For this purpose we prepare a lemma giving an important orthogonal property of Ramanujan's sum c T (k).
LEMMA 1. Let k and t be any divisors of a positive integer e. Then
PROOF. We may use the known facts [2] (7) f c t ( f ) r -= C(s.
It is evident that S e (k, t) is the coefficient of e~' in the product of (7) and (8). That is e = l S 11
= {2rp(t/r)r-)(fre(k;r)r-).
r=l r = l
Identifying the coefficients of e~s on both sides we obtain
S t (k,t)=J i dp{tld)(e/d)e(kd!e)
Here we have replaced the condition d\e by 8\t since otherwise fi{tl8) is zero. Setting kt/e -x and replacing S by t/8 we have
If x is not an integer then e{xjd) vanishes and so S,(k, t) = 0. If x is an integer the non-zero terms correspond to 8\x. But x\t since t = exjk and k\e. Hence But a; = 1 is equivalent to kt -e. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
PROOF. If we multiply both members of (6) (12) and (9) eE ( 
X ) ( ) =n.
PROOF. The degree of the characteristic polynomial of A(m, n) is n. More generally we have THEOREM 
/ / d\e,^6E{d) = A(d). s\a
This follows from Mobius inversions of (11). Of course
A (e) = n to agree with Theorem 7. Incidentally, by Theorem 7, M(\) and M{~) are of opposite parity.
THEOREM 9.
(13)
ZE(d)e(d!d)=M(d).
PROOF. The factor (x l -1) £( *> contains E(d) roots exp 2ni/d or no such root according as d\d or not. Hence this factor's contribution to the total multiplicity of the primitive d-th roots of unity is precisely the left member of (13).
Theorem 9 affords an easy way of determining the function M(d) and is generally to be preferred to (9). are clearly prime to n. We have to show that no two are congruent (mod «). If two were congruent their ratio would produce a representation of unity in the form
with some y v ?= 0. This would imply gl* = 1 ( m o d^-) .
But g y is a primitive root of p v . Hence y v = 0, a contradiction.
THEOREM 11. The determinant of A(m, n) is Jacobi's symbol (m/n).
PROOF. Let p be any prime factor of n so that n = p«n 0 (Pin 0 ) and let g be a primitive root of p a . Consider first the case in which
The exponent e of m (mod n) is clearly e = ftp') = p'-Hp -1).
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Let d be any divisor of e. We proceed to calculate A (d) in the three possible cases:
Case I: (p -1) \ 8. In this case m l -1 is not divisible by p but is divisible by n 0 . Hence 
Applying the above reasoning to each A (g it n) we find for the determinant of A (m, n) This proves Theorem 11. We note that, by (4) above we can infer that the set of <f>(n) determinants \A (m, n)\ constitute a real "character" modulo n. Which of the 2' different real characters modulo n is \A (n, m) \ is the question answered by Theorem 11.
It follows from Theorem 11 that there is reciprocity between the determinants of A (m, n) and A (m, n) namely
In conclusion we illustrate Theorems 6-9 by the example of n = 385 = 5 • 7 • 11 and m = 3. Here we find e = 60 and tabulate the pertinent functions as follows: The University of California, Berkeley.
